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The whole world for a small sum
The “World Item Exchange”

To be visible means that you exist.
To be asked for
means that you are important.
To be given a place in the media
shows that you have a place in society.
(EBU Item Exchange motto)

C

hildren’s television worldwide is often produced with
the most humble resources. It
is doubtful whether there is any
children’s television producer who
can boast of an adequate production
budget. This makes co-productions
and programme exchanges all the
more important. An example of a
highly effective programme exchange
is the “World Item Exchange”, an initiative to exchange magazine items
for children’s TV programmes. TV
magazines made for preschool children worldwide profit from this practical idea.
The main principle of this exchange
is as easy as it is effective: on the basis of standard rules, every participating broadcaster produces a minimum
of five short TV magazine items. It’s
those items which have an overall attraction and educational value to
children all over the world that are
accepted into the exchange programme. The contents of the magazine items vary from “children’s
stories”, “how things are made”, “nature and animals”, to “the world
around us”. The contributions are entered into a pool from which channels
can choose as many programmes from
other broadcasters as they want to
show on their network. In an annual
conference, producers meet to view,
discuss and rate the different contri-
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